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Blind Spot

2010-07-01

an exciting compelling thriller with a winding plot that keeps you captivated until the end from the new york times bestselling author of unseen fresh fiction what
you don t see the crime scene at an oregon rest stop is brutal beyond belief a young man s lifeless body cut to ribbons and his pregnant girlfriend left alive but
comatose what you don t know psychologist claire norris is assigned to treat the survivor at a private mental hospital but there are no clues to the identity of
the catatonic jane doe a difficult job only becomes more complicated with the arrival of ex homicide detective langdon stone who questions claire s every move can
kill you reluctantly working together claire and lang begin to unravel the chilling truth about a twisted case one with ties to a killer who is right in their midst
eager to see a mission of evil through to its terrifying end engrossing twists you won t see coming karen rose new york times bestselling author praise for nancy bush
s unseen full of twists and surprises i couldn t put it down lisa jackson 1 new york times bestselling author an eerie suspense novel woven with a compelling romance
the terrifying denouement will have readers riveted publishers weekly a creative and mysterious tale with a number of twists including a surprise ending romantic times

Nowhere to Hide

2011-10-24

a detective is targeted and unsure who to trust in this thriller by the new york times bestselling author pulse pounding a riveting finish publishers weekly there are
sins do unto others carefully he carves the words into their flesh the victims are all young brunette pretty but she s the one he really wants the others are just a
way to ease the rage that has festered for years until the only thing that calms him is his knife slicing through skin you never live detective september rafferty nine to
her friends recognizes the artwork that arrives in the mail she created it back in second grade now a killer s words are slashed across it in what looks like blood he
knows her september s investigation leads to her old classmate jake westerly she wants to believe jake is innocent but trusting anyone could be her last mistake to
regret every slight every slur he remembers them all they turned him into a monster and now they will suffer for it starting with september he ll show them that the
past can never stay hidden and the time of vengeance is at hand praise for nancy bush s blind spot engrossing twists you won t see coming karen rose new york times
bestselling author atmospheric sure to cause shivers book page bush keeps the story moving quickly and ends with an unexpected twist publishers weekly nancy bush
always delivers edge of your seat suspense lisa jackson new york times bestselling author

The Camp: Sneak Peek

2023-05-02

be one of the first to read this sneak preview sample edition the perfect summer suspense thriller evoking 1980s horror movies set at sleepaway camps but with a
fresh twist from the new york times and usa today bestselling author of the babysitter and the neighbors there are always stories told around the fire at summer
camp tall tales about gruesome murders and unhinged killers concocted to scare new arrivals and lend an extra jolt of excitement to those hormone charged nights
at camp luft shawk nicknamed camp love shack there are stories about a creeping fog that brings death with it but here they re not just campfire tales here the
stories are real twenty years ago a girl s body was found on a ledge above the lake arms crossed over her heart some said it was part of a suicide pact connected
to the nearby haven commune brooke rona and wendy were among the teenagers at camp that summer looking for fun and sun sex and adventure they ve never breathed
a word about what really happened or about the night their friendship shattered now the camp renamed camp fog lake has reopened for a new generation and many of



those who were there on that long ago night are returning for an alumni weekend but something is stirring at the lake again as the fog rolls in evil comes with it
those stories were a warning and they didn t listen and the only question is who will live long enough to regret it

Nowhere to Run

2011-10-24

some secrets when liv dugan ducks out of work for lunch it s just an ordinary day when she returns she stumbles onto a massacre all her colleagues at zuma
software have been shot only luck has left liv unscathed and that might be running out will follow you liv suspects the shootings are tied to her past and to the
package she recently received from her long dead adoptive mother sensing she s being followed liv jumps into a stranger s car and orders him to drive her hostage
complies listening carefully as her story unwinds skeptical at first he ultimately begins to believe all liv s fears are justified to your grave together liv and her
unlikely confidant try to uncover the truth about her adoptive family her birth parents and her troubled childhood because somewhere in liv s past is a secret worth
killing for and a nightmare she can never outrun

The Gossip

2021-06-29

every word you whisper in high school rumors can make or destroy a reputation a thoughtless nickname can turn each day into a living hell gossip is irresistible and
contagious but sometimes gossip can kill every secret you share mackenzie laughlin formerly with oregon s river glen police department has reluctantly agreed to
investigate a local woman s disappearance the case reconnects her with jesse james taft a p i gifted at getting under mac s skin but when the body is found tangled in
river weeds mac and taft realize that the case has changed from one missing woman to a hunt for a terrifying and relentless killer could be your last in his old
school yearbooks they were the pretty popular ones confident and callous back then they held the power but now it s all his he s been waiting to teach them the
lessons they should have learned long ago that gossip and popularity have a price and it s time to pay

Nancy Bush's Nowhere Bundle: Nowhere to Run, Nowhere to Hide & Nowhere Safe

2013-10-01

some secrets when liv dugan ducks out of work for lunch it s just an ordinary day when she returns she stumbles onto a massacre all her colleagues at zuma
software have been shot only luck has left liv unscathed and that might be running out will follow you liv suspects the shootings are tied to her past and to the
package she recently received from her long dead adoptive mother sensing she s being followed liv jumps into a stranger s car and orders him to drive her hostage
complies listening carefully as her story unwinds skeptical at first he ultimately begins to believe all liv s fears are justified to your grave together liv and her
unlikely confidant try to uncover the truth about her adoptive family her birth parents and her troubled childhood because somewhere in liv s past is a secret worth
killing for and a nightmare she can never outrun there are sins do unto others carefully he carves the words into their flesh the victims are all young brunette
pretty but she s the one he really wants the others are just a way to ease the rage that has festered for years until the only thing that calms him is his knife slicing
through skin you never live detective september rafferty nine to her friends recognizes the artwork that arrives in the mail she created it back in second grade now a
killer s words are slashed across it in what looks like blood he knows her september s investigation leads to her old classmate jake westerly she wants to believe



jake is innocent but trusting anyone could be her last mistake to regret every slight every slur he remembers them all they turned him into a monster and now they will
suffer for it starting with september he ll show them that the past can never stay hidden and the time of vengeance is at hand the guilty she senses their twisted
desires before she meets them it s as if fate is helping her stop these monsters from preying on others the way she was preyed upon and after she has delivered brutal
justice she ll let the whole world see their guilt will atone i must pay for what i ve done the first victim naked bound frozen to death wore the note strung around
his neck now there s another note this one attached to detective september rafferty s own stepbrother stefan survives but september is sure he knows more than he s
saying someone is eliminating suspected sexual predators and the only thing more dangerous than a madman is a killer who s ruthlessly sane

Gary Is a Fish

2015-08-13

follow gary as he leaves the big city to find a new life in calm and quiet harmony pond during his journey he makes new friends who teach him how to take good care of
himself and enjoy his surroundings join gary and his friends as they learn to respect one another while building a special circle of hard working interesting loving
companions that celebrate life

Jealousy

2018-08-28

hatred leads to obsession it s taken time for the plan to unfold years spent waiting watching hating and after the first victim the killing gets easier and easier
obsession leads to jealousy the crissmans owners of crissman wolfe department store were once one of portland s most powerful families there s still enough
fortune left to sow mistrust between lucy her bohemian sister layla their brother lyle and his grasping wife kate when a charity event at the crissman lodge ends in a
fatal poisoning lucy becomes a prime suspect but the truth is even more twisted and lucy can t be sure which of her family is being targeted or who to fear and
jealousy leads to murder renowned defense attorney dallas denton has been hired to clear lucy s name unaware of the secret that ties them together or of the deep
cracks in the crissman legacy someone is ready to eliminate every obstacle to get what they most covet and prove that envy runs deeper than blood

Jealousy

2018-08-28

a gripping novel of family secrets from the new york times bestselling author of the babysitter hailed as the new mary higgins clark and j d robb urban book reviews
hatred leads to obsession it s taken time for the plan to unfold years spent waiting watching hating and after the first victim the killing gets easier and easier
obsession leads to jealousy the crissmans owners of crissman wolfe department store were once one of portland s most powerful families there s still enough
fortune left to sow mistrust between lucy her bohemian sister layla their brother lyle and his grasping wife kate when a charity event at the crissman lodge ends in a
fatal poisoning lucy becomes a prime suspect but the truth is even more twisted and lucy can t be sure which of her family is being targeted or who to fear and
jealousy leads to murder renowned defense attorney dallas denton has been hired to clear lucy s name unaware of the secret that ties them together or of the deep
cracks in the crissman legacy someone is ready to eliminate every obstacle to get what they most covet and prove that envy runs deeper than blood praise for nancy
bush and her novels nancy bush always delivers edge of your seat suspense lisa jackson 1 new york times bestselling author engrossing twists you won t see coming



karen rose new york times bestselling author atmospheric sure to cause shivers book page bush keeps the story moving quickly and ends with an unexpected twist
publishers weekly

Prisoners of the White House

2015-11-17

prisoners of the white house looks at the isolation experienced by presidents of the united states in the white house a habitat almost guaranteed to keep america s
commander in chief far removed from everyday life the authors look at how this is emerging as one of the most serious dilemmas facing the american presidency as
presidents have become more isolated the role of the presidential pollster has grown ken walsh has been given exclusive access to the polls and confidential memos
received by presidents over the years and has interviewed presidential pollsters directly to gain their unique perspective prisoners of the white house gets inside the
bubble and punctures the mythology surrounding the presidency

The Killing Game

2016

andi wren hires private investigator luke denton when she receives a threatening note as she tries to keep her late husband s company going while police find a trove of
skeletons and evidence that points to andi as the next victim

The Complete Colony Series

2019-08-27

in the oregon coastal hamlet of deception bay stands a mysterious lodge some call it the colony others whisper that it s a cult to the women who live there it s a
refuge but a killer knows their secrets and will make sure they never feel safe again wicked game twenty years after becca hudson s friend jessie vanished from st
elizabeth s high school a body is unearthed on school grounds far from solving the mystery the discovery unleashes a string of new horrible accidents is it
coincidence or has jessie s murderer returned to finish what was started years ago wicked lies laura adderley didn t plan to get pregnant though she ll do anything
to protect her baby but now a reporter is asking questions about the lodge and while he figures out laura s connection to the story laura can sense a psychopath
bent on her destruction something wicked detective savannah dunbar just wants to wrap up paperwork before taking medical leave but her department s investigation
into a double homicide has suddenly become personal there are disturbing rumors about the colony its matriarch and its history yet savannah knows they re no match
for the wicked truth wicked ways elizabeth gaines ellis wants to believe she s just an ordinary suburban wife and mother yet for months she s worried that she s the
cause of a series of brutal deaths no one takes her seriously except the private investigator prying into her past but others have secrets too and a relentless urge
to kill without remorse



Knitting Socks from Around the World

2011-08-01

presents twenty five patterns for a variety of knitted socks from a around the world

The Babysitter

2020-06-30

the whispers may scare you in river glen oregon rumors are spreading about the babysitter stalker one victim was fatally stabbed a second fell or was pushed from a
rooftop deck high school sophomore jamie whelan scheduled to watch the ryerson twins tonight isn t worried she s more interested in the party she ll go to later as
soon as her sister emma arrives to take over babysitting duties but nothing goes according to plan but the truth twenty years after that night s vicious attack
emma remains scarred in body and mind jamie back in river glen after their mother s death still feels guilty over trading places that fateful evening then suddenly
another young babysitter is attacked jamie with a teenage daughter of her own fears something much more twisted than coincidence is even more terrifying is this new
nightmare connected with those long ago crimes emma s fractured memories may contain the answer but the deeper jamie digs the darker the secrets waiting to be
uncovered and avenged

Holstein-Friesian Herd-book

1891

new york times bestselling sisters of suspense lisa jackson and nancy bush return to siren song an isolated island off the wild oregon coast some people call it the
colony others whisper it s a cult for a group of women with extraordinary gifts it s both home and refuge until evil returns to burn it all down now in paperback
for fans of allison brennan alex north iris johansen and jt ellison the note pinned to the dead body found on the remote beach has no name just ravinia rutledge s phone
number and the words next of kin ravinia insists she doesn t recognize the man on the mortuary slab but she suspects detective nev rhodes doesn t believe her he can
tell that she s one of them the siren song women five years after moving away from the colony ravinia has carved out a life as a private investigator whose
specialty is helping others locate their missing loved ones yet sometimes it s better if the missing are never found good time charlie is the name given to a monster from
her past a man she and her sisters hoped was gone forever but the dead man on the beach is a sign that charlie has merely been waiting preparing to fulfill his mission to
rid the world of the siren song women and anyone who gets in his way now despite ravinia s reluctance to team up with rhodes it s the only way to stop an
adversary determined to see that each and every member of the colony will die at his hands

Wicked Dreams

2022-12-27

a group of friends are stalked by evil in a thriller from the new york times bestselling author who always delivers edge of your seat suspense lisa jackson cross
your heart in the summer before their senior year coby rendell and her friends take a beach trip together around a campfire on a foggy june night coby rhiannon yvette



and the others share their darkest secrets before a tragic accident shatters the bond between them and hope twelve years later coby attends a birthday party
reunion that ends in horror when yvette s sister s lifeless body is discovered in a hot tub soon others in the original group of tale tellers begin meeting similar fates
unfortunate accidents shrinking their numbers one by one to die conflicted by her growing feelings for danner lockwood the investigating detective coby races to
unravel a mystery buried in the past but someone is watching her every move someone prepared to kill again and again to protect a shocking truth praise for nancy
bush s blind spot engrossing twists you won t see coming karen rose new york times bestselling author atmospheric sure to cause shivers book page bush keeps the
story moving quickly and ends with an unexpected twist publishers weekly

Hush

2011-01-28

based on hours of unprecedented interviews with members of the bush family the bushes tells the inside story of the unique dynasty at the heart of american power as
well as laying out the secretive family s inner workings this intimate and fascinating group portrait probes into such sensitive matters as their dealings in the oil
business george w s turbulent youth and jeb s likely run for the presidency in 2008 in this first full scale biography peter and rochelle schweizer insightfully explore
the secrets of the bushes rise from obscurity to unprecedented influence the family s free flowing pragmatic and opportunistic style consciously distinguishes them
from previous political dynasties they consider themselves the un kennedys but with their abiding emphasis on loyalty and networking the bushes continuing success
seems assured making this book essential reading for anyone who cares about america s future

The Bushes

2005-01-04

oregon s spunkiest pi in training and her pug pal binky sniff for clues in their rollicking third case this funny new series is a winner publishers weekly for process server
turned private investigator jane kelly weddings are murder usually that s a metaphor but it s fast becoming an all too accurate nightmare roland hatchmere plastic
surgery magnate has been found murdered just before his daughter s society wedding the weapon is a wedding gift a heavy silver serving tray the prime suspect is
roland s ex wife 2 violet ultraviolet purcell everywhere jane and her lovable misfit pug binky look there s a suspect odder than the last including two grown very
troubled kids an ex wife strung out on botox and a current wife who s a cross between donna reed and a sex kitten all of them eager to blame roland s death on
violet the deeper jane digs the less she wants to know every truth leads her deeper into danger and soon jane wonders if her first official case might also be her last
and if the client she s been asked to clear just might be the coldest black widow of all bush has another hit on her hands romantic times as long as bush sticks to
writing compelling mysteries she ll have a franchise that could soon rise to the level of sara paretsky s great v i warshawski books chicago sun times

Ultraviolet

2008-09-01

three sisters with a dark secret are reunited in the new york times bestselling author s first romantic suspense novel now available in a new edition everyone in wagon
wheel oregon knew that thomas daniels was a mean violent man twisted by liquor and hate his stepdaughters dinah denise and hayley knew it better than anyone and
then with one desperate act their lives changed forever now years after he disappeared thomas daniels s remains have been found and a murder investigation is



underway all three sisters dinah a respected journalist acclaimed actress denise and hayley hungry for her own chance at stardom find their lives intersecting and
unraveling again and piece by piece they ll confront the truth about that deadly night and the dark secrets that could turn one of them into a killer you don t know
me was originally published in 1994 as tangled under the pseudonym nancy kelly

You Don’t Know Me

2016-01-01

four popular authors including 1 new york times bestselling author fern michaels heat up the holiday season with festive tales of christmas romance candy canes
and cupid by fern michaels all private investigator hannah ray wants for christmas is a quiet day at her florida beachfront condo when her biggest client insists she
join him on a colorado ski trip she has little choice but what she finds on her arrival could melt the coldest heart white hot christmas by nancy bush aspiring pi jane
kelly likes to pretend she s a bah humbug kind of girl but she s had mistletoe on the brain ever since she shared a kiss with her boss dwayne before she can hope for a
repeat performance jane must solve a kidnapping that s as twisted as a candy cane and not nearly as sweet seven days of christmas by rosanna chiofalo five years
ago bianca simone received a wonderful early christmas gift from her boyfriend mark a week amid the stunning alpine scenery of innsbruck austria now she s back under
very different circumstances but mark has one more special gift in mind a smoky mountain gift by lin stepp veda trent is back in townsend to fill in as temporary
manager of the crafts co op but she s not planning to stay though the mountain town is small it holds lots of unsettling memories yet the wind can change bringing
with it new opportunities and the chance to create the kind of christmas veda has always longed for

When the Snow Falls

2014-09-30

perfect for readers of riley sager and grady hendrix a chilling new read from the new york times bestselling author where a diabolical modern twist on friday the 13th
meets yellowjackets at a summer sleepaway camp isolated in the woods of oregon there are always stories told around the fire at summer camp tall tales about
gruesome murders and unhinged killers concocted to scare new arrivals and lend an extra jolt of excitement to those hormone charged nights at camp luft shawk
nicknamed camp love shack there are stories about a creeping fog that brings death with it but here they re not just campfire tales here the stories are real twenty
years ago a girl s body was found on a ledge above the lake arms crossed over her heart some said it was part of a suicide pact connected to the nearby haven
commune brooke rona and wendywere among the teenagers at camp that summer looking for fun and sun sex and adventure they ve never breathed a word about what
really happened or about the night their friendship shattered now the camp renamed camp fog lake has reopened for a new generation and many of those who were there
on that long ago night are returning for an alumni weekend but something is stirring at the lake again as the fog rolls in evil comes with it those stories were a
warning and they didn t listen and the only question is who will live long enough to regret it nancy bush is my go to author always lisa jackson 1 new york times
bestselling author

The Camp

2023-06-27

danger lurks in the secrets of a small town in this blistering novel of intrigue and suspense from the new york times bestselling author of the babysitter they find the



body deep in the woods lying beneath a carpet of wet leaves eyes still open in a sightless stare three dark stains across his chest and another bullet hole in his
forehead child psychologist liz havers made a mistake sixteen years ago and she s ready to face it that means confronting detective hawthorne hawk hart who s come
back to woodside washington after a case in la went tragically wrong his teenage son jesse is finding it difficult to adjust and stumbling across a dead man doesn t
help bad things never used to happen in the small town of woodside now no one is safe and the more hawk tries to untangle a terrifying web of greed and murder the
more desperate his adversary becomes to hide the truth even if that means killing again and again previously published as if you believe under the pseudonym nancy kelly
praise for nancy bush and her novels nancy bush always delivers edge of your seat suspense lisa jackson new york times bestselling author engrossing twists you
won t see coming karen rose new york times bestselling author pulse pounding readers will tear through the pages publishers weekly an imaginative mystery that will
beguile the reader an electrifying thriller mysterious reviews

No Turning Back

2017-12-26

a pregnant woman is on the run from an escaped serial killer plotting revenge in this thriller by the new york times bestselling authors of wicked game if at first you
don t succeed for two years justice turnbull has paced his room at halo valley security hospital planning to escape justice has a mission one that began with a
vicious murder two decades ago and there are so many others who must be sent back to the hell that spawned them kill laura adderley didn t plan to get pregnant by
her soon to be ex husband though she ll do anything to protect her baby but now reporter harrison frost is asking questions about the mysterious group of women
who live at siren song lodge harrison hasn t figured out laura s connection to the story yet but justice knows and he is coming then kill again all her life laura has
been able to sense approaching evil but that won t stop a psychopath bent on destroying her justice has been unleashed and this time there will be no place safe to hide
wicked lies is a riveting can t put it down heart pounding good read if you love suspense with enough twists and turns to tie you into knots this one s for you
bookpage the affable protagonists maintain their individual identities as their romance sizzles to life and several subplots add depth to this deftly plotted and
enticing read publishers weekly

Wicked Lies

2011-01-28

if you lived here it s one of the most exclusive addresses in town a luxury development with pristine lawns and steep price tags but there are unforgiving people living
in the villages who know your secrets and have plenty of their own secrets that no one lives to tell you d be dead by now mackenzie laughlin has reluctantly moved
to the villages as bodyguard to daley carrera who claims someone is pranking her and her husband mac expects a simple case of petty squabbles between new and
longtime residents instead she hears rumors of squalid affairs and sinister disappearances that tie in to a missing persons investigation led by her partner jesse james
taft welcome to the neighborhood behind every door and every smile there are grudges that run deep and dangerous mac and taft are being marked as targets but why
figuring out who to trust is the key to uncovering a killer who has no qualms about killing again the neighbors are watching and if getting into the villages was
difficult getting out alive may be impossible

The Neighbors

2022-06-28



a killer couple stalks the pages of this intense thriller from the new york times bestselling authorwho always delivers edge of your seat suspense lisa jackson some
couples just one look and it s clear they re perfect together it s in the way they touch talk and kiss they share the same interests the same twisted passions they do
everything together even kill are too good julia st james ford has washed up on a beach near her home in seaside oregon with no memory of how she got there or how
her husband joe died the police rule the case an accident but joe s brother sam jules rescuer and her first love suspects otherwise while sam tries to piece the facts
together jules fears someone is watching determined to find out how much she knows to be true behind closed doors behind jules neighbors smiles are terrifying secrets
a string of sordid thrill kills and one survivor who never should have got away and as she and sam close in on the events of one tragic night and the truth comes
flooding back remembering a killer s face may be the last thing jules ever does praise for nancy bush and her novels engrossing twists you won t see coming karen rose
new york times bestselling author pulse pounding readers will tear through the pages publishers weekly an imaginative mystery that will beguile the reader an
electrifying thriller mysterious reviews

Dangerous Behavior

2017-04-25

some mistakes you have to live with one victim succumbs to an overdose another is brutally bludgeoned to death each in turn will pay because you never forget the
friends you make in high school or the enemies and others in the wake of her stepbrother nick s death kerry monaghan is visiting edwards bay kerry has just returned to
the small town overlooking an arm of puget sound that she left before high school though not before falling hard and fast for cole sheffield now with the local pd
but nick s death may be more than an accident and soon there are others all former teenage friends linked by a dark obsession you will die for with cole s help kerry
sets out to learn the truth about what happened to nick but within edwards bay is a shocking legacy built on envy and lust and a secret that has unleashed a killer
s unstoppable fury

Bad Things

2019-06-25

a real estate agent fears she s killing others with her mind in this supernatural thriller by the new york times bestselling authors of something wicked the greatest
terrors elizabeth gaines ellis is an ordinary suburban wife and mother that s what she tells herself as she flits between her realtor job yoga class and caring for her
daughter chloe but for months now elizabeth has worried that she s far from normal that she s somehow the cause of a series of brutal horrible deaths are the ones
her mean spirited boss a bullying traffic cop her cheating husband elizabeth had reason to be angry with them all she didn t mean for them to die no one will take her
fears seriously except the private investigator prying into her past too close to see the more scared and angry elizabeth becomes the higher the death toll grows but
those who wrong her aren t the only ones in danger because others have secrets too and a relentless urge to kill without mercy or remorse praise for the series
superb a masterpiece of romantic suspense with enough twists and turns to keep the reader eagerly anticipating the breathtaking conclusion publishers weekly starred
review a riveting can t put it down heart pounding good read if you love suspense with enough twists and turns to tie you into knots this one s for you bookpage

Wicked Ways

2013-09-30



the made in hollywood marriage of ronald and nancy reagan was the partnership that made him president nancy understood how to foster his strengths and
compensate for his weaknesses and made herself a place in history tumulty shows how nancy s confidence developed and reveals new details surrounding reagan s
tumultuous presidency that shows how nancy became one of the most influential first ladies in history adapted from jacket

The Triumph of Nancy Reagan

2022-04-12

the new york times bestselling author of the babysitter crafts a chilling thriller full of twists and surprises i couldn t put it down lisa jackson she woke up with no
memories she wakes up in a hospital room bruised bloody confused she knows her name is gemma la porte but that s all she doesn t remember smashing her car she doesn
t remember anything from the last three days but a policeman deputy will tanninger is waiting for answers and wants to know if she s responsible for a fatal hit and
run but remembering her past could kill her hoping to restore her shattered memory gemma has no choice but to put her trust in will but if it turns out she s guilty of
murder he has no choice but to arrest her torn by her growing feelings for will and haunted by her shadowy past gemma is determined to learn the truth but in this
case the darkest truths are unknowable and the deadliest enemies are unseen an eerie suspense novel woven with a compelling romance and a touch of the supernatural
the plot takes a darker more sinister turn and the terrifying denouement will have readers riveted publishers weekly an imaginative mystery that will beguile the
reader the suspense continues to build through the twisted maze of gemma s memories to what can only be described as a shocking conclusion unseen is quite simply an
electrifying thriller mysterious reviews

Unseen

2009-03-31

she senses their twisted desires before she meets them it s as if fate is helping her stop these monsters from preying on others the way she was preyed upon and after she
has delivered brutal justice she ll let the whole world see their guilt i must pay for what i ve done the first victim naked bound frozen to death wore the note strung
around his neck now there s another note this one attached to detective september rafferty s own stepbrother stefan survives but september is sure he knows more
than he s saying someone is eliminating suspected sexual predators and the only thing more dangerous than a madman is a killer who s ruthlessly sane racing to
predict the next target september finds herself drawn into a harrowing and deeply personal case for this time there are no innocents only the one who kills and those
condemned to die

Nowhere Safe

2014-10-02

new york times bestselling author a journalist hunts for a madman on the loose and the key may lie in her own troubled past the biggest mistake the branding iron
glows in the moonlight as he presses the searing metal into his victim s flesh she must wear the devil s sign just like the others he knows the curse that afflicts them
and he ll make sure they carry it to their graves is believing when investigative reporter jay dance danziger is nearly killed in a bomb blast journalist jordanna winters
senses a career making story together they can find out who s responsible but as their investigation uncovers a string of unsolved murders each body branded in the
same way jordanna realizes that dance isn t the only one in danger you could ever get away small towns can hold big dark secrets deep in jordanna s troubled past is



the key to a killer s terrifying mission to purge the guilty one by one burning their flesh to free their souls and her turn is coming as he prepares to make his mark once
more

You Can't Escape

2015-07-01

a secret from their youth plunges three adult women into a deadly nightmare in this suspense thriller by three new york times bestselling authors no warning in the
photograph three teenaged girls splash in the lake on a sweltering summer evening shiloh kat and ruth are unaware of the man who spies on them from the woods they
have no idea how their lives will be changed by the brutal violence that follows and the vow of secrecy they take can prepare you fifteen years later ruth and
shiloh have both returned to prairie creek wyoming where kat is deputy sheriff though they ve tried to leave their shared past behind each has the feeling that someone
is lurking in the shadows when a local girl vanishes kat is convinced there s a connection to that long ago night but as the friends unite to find the missing teenager a
killer sends a chilling message for a killer s vengeance he s still there and he hasn t forgotten for so long he s made do with other victims but they can t compare to
the ones who got away the ones who keep searching for him blind to the terrifying truth that they are not the hunters but his prey praise for sinister this
collaborative novel has all the tension and suspense that jackson fans expect the web of family ties and secrets creates a strong plot readers who enjoy shows like
criminal minds will find the serial killer satisfyingly scary rt book reviews

Ominous

2017-07-25

a society wedding interrupted by deadly violence sends the bride into hiding in this romantic thriller by two new york times bestselling authors rory abernathy s
wedding to liam bastian was supposed to be the event of the season instead it was a bloodbath rory fled after stabbing a masked intruder just before a gunman opened
fire on the wedding party five years on rory still has no idea who was behind the attacks fearful she and her daughter remain targets she s made a new life far from
liam and the wealthy powerful bastians but even in remote point roberts washington rory can t hide from the past liam tracks her down stunned to learn they have a
child did someone in rory s family try to kill him for his portion of the bastian estate as they gradually overcome distrust in search of the truth rory knows one
thing for certain someone is watching her time has passed but the killer s need for vengeance hasn t and as a nightmare stirs to life again rory will find that this time
there s nowhere left to run

One Last Breath

2018-04-24

the new york times bestselling author of hush brings readers a page turner chock full of suspense and intrigue a solid mystery rt book reviews 4 stars only killing
stops the pain callie cantrell has only fragmented memories of the car accident that killed her husband and son one year later she s still trying to start over yet
she can t shake her unease especially when former la cop west laughlin barges into her life searching for his young nephew at first he thinks callie s lying about who
she is and what she knows but soon it s clear that callie and west are linked by a killer who has bent others to his twisted will the worst night of callie s life was
just the beginning of his vengeance and when her turn comes again there will be no escape praise for nancy bush and her novels nancy bush always delivers edge of your



seat suspense lisa jackson new york times bestselling author engrossing twists you won t see coming karen rose new york times bestselling author pulse pounding
readers will tear through the pages publishers weekly an imaginative mystery that will beguile the reader an electrifying thriller mysterious reviews

I'll Find You

2014-07-01

in gender and the american presidency nine presidential women and the barriers they faced theodore f sheckels nichola d gutgold and diana bartelli carlin invite the
audience to consider women qualified enough to be president and explores reasons why they have been dismissed as presidential contenders this analysis profiles key
presidential contenders including barbara mikulski nancy pelosi nancy kassebaum kathleen sebelius christine gregoire linda lingle elizabeth dole dianne feinstein and
olympia snowe gender barriers media coverage communication style geography and other factors are examined to determine why these seemingly qualified powerful
politicos failed to win the white house

Gender and the American Presidency

2012

nancy brachey s guide to piedmont gardening is a comprehensive gardening reference for any piedmont area resident as the gardening editor of the charlotte observer
nancy has helped beginners and advanced gardeners from the basics of planting to cultivating a garden the book offers a month by month guide to gardening each month
includes sections like what to plant it s time to what is blooming and ask nancy answers to some common problems as well as other topics relevant to the month

Nancy Brachey's Guide to Peidmont Gardening

2000-10

this consolidated reprint of three pamphlets by mr david dobson endeavors to shed light on some 1 000 irish men and women and their families who emigrated to north
america between roughly 1775 and 1825 in the majority of cases the lists provides us with most of the following particulars name date of birth name of ship
occupation in ireland reason for emigration sometimes place of origin in ireland place of disembarkation in the new world date of arrival number of persons in the
household and the source of the information this volume is the first in a three volume series by mr dobson on early irish emigration to america

History of Wilkinson County [Georgia]

2009-06

new york times bestselling sisters of suspense join forces for a gripping standalone novel about a clique of popular girls whose high school friendship is marked by a
tragedy that continues to haunt them decades later jackson and bush take the reader s hand and twist them through this shocking tale of suspense an increasingly
tense race to find who s doing the killing and who s going to survive the oregonian first they were five then they were four whose turn will it be next at bristol high
they were an elite clique known as the five firsts amanda bailey carmen delta and zora abcd z they could have accepted their classmate emmy as e but with her



bookish disposition and her embarrassing status of scholarship student to boot they rejected her and chose wealthy zora instead at a pre graduation party just
before the end of senior year lance ventura the hottest guy in school falls down an embankment toward the river and is barely rescued in time to save his life one of
the five firsts carman rushes to save him but isn t so lucky her sudden death causes a community to mourn and rumors of foul play to swirl but the tragedy is ruled
an accident fast forward ten years and the classmates all meet again at the high school reunion some of them have had good fortune in their lives others not so
much praise for lisa jackson and nancy bush superb a masterpiece of romantic suspense publishers weekly starred review on something wicked a chilling thriller with
enough false leads to keep readers enthralled to the finish library journal on one last breath

Last Girl Standing

2020-05-26

new york times bestselling author a pi in training gets drawn into a dysfunctional family fighting over money and murder some days are just weird city take today jane
kelly thirtysomething ex bartender current process server and owner of the binkster a pug is dutifully putting in slave labor hours working for dwayne durbin local
information specialist i e private investigator and on the road to becoming a p i herself next thing she knows she s socializing with the purcells a rich eccentric family
with a penchant for going crazy and or dying in spectacularly mysterious ways from what jane can tell the purcells all want orchid purcell s money and when
orchid turns up in a pool of blood the free for all has just begun then when jane finds a second body it seems weird city is about to get even weirder and a lot more
deadly in her second smash outing nancy bush s wickedly funny heroine jane kelly proves herself a worthy successor to stephanie plum but with a wit style and dog
that are definitely all her own with her clever ability to handle the zaniest of life s circumstances jane won t disappoint readers publishers weekly move over
stephanie plum jane kelly has arrived lisa jackson 1 new york times bestselling author of you betrayed me a funny feisty immensely likable new heroine laura levine
author of death of a gigolo

Electric Blue

2013-10-07
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